Pregnant Teams – How to Support Two Women

Introduction to Team 'It Takes 3 To Tango'
•

INTENDED PARENTS:
• Adam & Sophie

•

SURROGATE
• Jo

•

FAMILY
• Adam & Sophie – No existing children (now Theo)
• Jo – 2 girls, no partner

•

TYPE OF SURROGACY
• Host / Gestational Surrogacy (GS)

•

LOCATION
• Within 15 minutes of each other

•

MOST DIFFICULT CHALLENGE
• Covid restrictions

The early stages.....
It was important to set up a structure when we were getting to know each other and in the early stages of pregnancy, as this would set the tone
for our journey and provide platforms for good communications.
Reflecting back, this was really important.

•

WhatsApp group for the 3 of us

•

Ironing out any initial concerns

•

Never a girl/boy divide

•

Meeting in person as much as possible

•

Regular Zoom calls, especially during Covid

•

Facetiming Jo and the girls frequently

Early pregnancy.....
In the early stages of pregnancy, it was important to strengthen our communications but also take our minds off nerve-racking milestones!
Keeping busy and occupying our minds with activities, days out and 'team time', meant that we didn't focus too much on the 'what if's'.
A great time to establish extended family bonds.

•

Communication strengths

•

Positive distractions

•

Playing the Jester

•

Appointment attendances

•

Administrative duties

•

Keeping busy

•

Being practical

•

Adapting / 'Pivoting'

Mid pregnancy.....
Past the 20 week scan mark, allowed us to settle a bit easier and relax, the support dynamic almost changed from calming fears and nerves to
supporting more physical tasks and building our team even stronger!
Plenty of team time and calls to Jo and the girls and lots of exciting conversations with Sophie.

•

Are we chatting enough/too much?

•

Practical support and DIY

•

Surprises for fun

•

Education & knowledge

•

Learning the lingo

•

Preparing for positivity

•

Being involved every step of the way

Approaching the birth.....
This was a perfect time to pick up some books, watch some videos and to educate ourselves on the forthcoming event.
With the big day looming, we were caught off guard! An early call to say Theo was on the way was not predicted!
The support network and planning kicked in and we were all prepared for this eventuality, even though we didn't feel like it at the time!

•

Family connections

•

Entertaining & keeping busy

•

Antenatal attendances

•

Birth plan discussions

•

Socialising together and talking to friends

The labour.....
Ultimate support time and a pressure cooker of emotions!
All of the preparation and friendship bonds over the last 12 months+ will leave you in good stead for the surreal time you're about to experience.
The dynamic may change depending on who's in the room, but your feelings shouldn't.

•

Being the taxi!

•

Perfect preparation

•

Allocation of jobs

•

Respecting privacy

•

Supporting both IM & Surrogate

•

A hand to hold

•

Attention to everyone in the room

Post birth.....
A big shift in responsibilities with Sophie and I now becoming parents and back to worrying, and Jo supporting us as a friend and Auntie!
The support doesn't stop there with lots of calls and cuddles to celebrate the teams achievement.
Lots of special time with family and friends, where possible, due to Covid!

•

Overwhelming realisation!

•

Keeping up communication

•

Aftercare & support

•

Support in difficult circumstances

•

Support & communication shouldn't stop

•

Support network

Questions?
Thank you for your time and I hope this session has been helpful.
Happy to field any questions you may have!

